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ABSTRACT
With the aid of a differential polarization (DP) apparatus, developed in our laboratory and attached to our laser scanning
confocal microscope, we can measure the magnitude and spatial distribution of 8 different DP quantities: linear and
circular dichroism (LD&CD), linear and circular anisotropy of the emission (R and CPL, confocal), fluorescence
detected dichroisms (FDLD&FDCD, confocal), linear birefringence (LB), and the degree of polarization of fluorescence
emission (P, confocal). The attachment uses high frequency modulation and subsequent demodulation, via lock-in
amplifier, of the detected intensity values, and records and displays pixel-by-pixel the measured DP quantity. These
microscopic DP data carry important physical information on the molecular architecture of anisotropically organized
samples. Microscopic DP measurements are thought to be of particular importance in biology. In most biological
samples anisotropy is difficult to determine with conventional, macroscopic DP measurements and microscopic
variations are of special significance. In this paper, we describe the method of LB imaging. Using magnetically oriented
isolated chloroplasts trapped in polyacrylamide gel, we demonstrate that LB can be determined with high sensitivity and
good spatial resolution. Granal thylakoid membranes in edge-aligned orientation exhibited strong LB, with large
variations in its sign and magnitude. In face-aligned position LB was considerably weaker, and tended to vanish when
averaged for the whole image. The strong local variations are attributed to the inherent heterogeneity of the membranes,
i.e. to their internal differentiation into multilamellar, stacked membranes (grana), and single thylakoids (stroma
membranes). Further details and applications of our DP-LSM will be published elsewhere.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Highly organized molecular macroaggregates are found in many hierarchically organized biological systems: DNAcondensates, cell walls, cytoskeletons, stacked membranes, membrane domains, protein aggregates etc. However, our
understanding concerning their self-assembly, molecular organization, structural dynamics and physiological functions
is still rudimentary [1]. Polarization spectroscopic techniques, and differential polarization spectroscopy in particular
(e.g. linear and circular dichroism, LD and CD), provide important and unique information on this type of complex
systems. In most cases, however, the measurements are difficult, or sometimes virtually impossible, to perform and/or
interpret on macroscopic samples, and in their native environments. Hence it would be important to determine the
microscopic DP parameters, and map the spatial distribution of these parameters of the anisotropic architecture.
The first differential polarization microscope, producing difference images generated with two orthogonal polarizations,
was designed by Mickols et al. [2]. The DP microscope constructed by Juang et al. [3] was based on a scanning stage
confocal microscope and used a DP attachment similar to those applied in modern dichrographs, i.e. a photoelastic
modulator and a lock-in amplifier. It has been used to produce LD and CD images, with high sensitivity and high spatial
resolution, on complex biological objects, such as chloroplasts and sickle cells [4,5]. The theoretical background of DP
imaging has also been established and has been shown that different microscopic DP quantities provide important and
unique information on the anisotropic molecular architecture of complex biological (or non-biological) samples [6,7].
Nevertheless, DP microscopic imaging is still in its infancy. This is partly due to the fact that the technique is far less
elaborated and user-friendly than other scanning optical microscopic techniques, such as LSMs.
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A polarization-modulation laser-scanning microscope was constructed about a decade ago [8]. In this PM-LSM, the
degree and direction of molecular alignment of rodlike molecules in Langmuir-Blodgett films could be imaged rapidly
and sensitively through the magnitude and orientation of linear dichroism [9]. The operation of this DP microscope was
confined to transmission regime, and thus did not allow confocal imaging. This might have impeded its use in biology.
The DP-LSM designed and constructed by us [10], in addition to linear birefringence and linear dichroism, was made
capable for the determination of additional differential polarization parameters, including fluorescence detected linear
and circular dichroism (FDLD and FDCD), the linear and circular anisotropy (r and CPL – circular polarized
luminescence) as well as the degree of polarization of the fluorescence emission. These quantities, in contrast to LD and
LB, can be determined in confocal regime of the microscope and thus provide better resolution and image quality. Our
main goal with the development of DP-LSM, which is suitable to measure virtually all DP quantities, was to provide an
easy-to-use instrument for determining the most important anisotropy parameters of biological specimens. It must also
be realized, however, that the significance of anisotropic organization in biology is not sufficiently well established.
Thus, further work is needed on such biological samples in which anistropy is known to play structural/functional roles.
Photosynthetic membranes belong to the few exceptions where the anisotropic molecular organizations of the pigment
molecules and their (macro-) assemblies have been well established. In particular, it has been revealed that all pigment
dipoles in all mature photosynthetic membranes are non-randomly oriented, and this anisotropy appears to have
significant physiological roles [11,12]. Hence, photosynthetic membranes can be used to test the performance of the DPLSM and, at the same time, to further establish correlations between the known anisotropic parameters and microscopic
DP parameters. In a recent publication we have shown that chloroplasts exhibit strong and inhomogenous LB, which, in
the presence of linearly polarized laser tweezers, is large enough to lead to an efficient alignment, and thus its
microscopic orientation can be manipulated [13]. We also pointed out that the direction of alignment is the same as that
expected for non-birefringent disks [14,15]; i.e. the two mechanisms of orientation facilitate each other in a linearly
polarized beam. However, large inhomogeneities and density variations, due to the presence of the stacked and
unstacked membrane regions, and anomalous differential polarization scattering features, arising from the long-range
order of the protein complexes, might hamper the expected rotation of this complex multilamellar membrane system in
a circularly polarized beam. These special LB properties should be taken into account for a better understanding of the
unusual properties of chloroplasts in a polarized beam of laser tweezers.
In this paper, using granal chloroplasts, we describe in more detail the method of LB imaging in our DP-LSM and
demonstrate that LB imaging yields high resolution and high precision values, also amenable for statistical analyses, and
thus might be a suitable tool in biological imaging. Additional examples of DP imaging, describing the technical details
of the other DP imaging methods and further demonstrating the usefulness of DP imaging in biology, will be published
elsewhere.
1.1 Confocal microscopy
Laser scanning microscope (LSM), when compared to the conventional microscopes, provide high quality and highresolution information on the structure of the specimen. The confocal principle is very useful to clean the image by
cutting the out-focus-rays during the imaging. However, confocal imaging does not provide information on potentially
very important parameters that are related to the anisotropic molecular architecture of the sample. In order to determine
the anisotropy-related parameters polarization spectroscopy tools are required. Optimally, the two advantages,
confocality and polarization spectroscopy should thus be combined. This can be achieved by using DP techniques
combined with confocal laser scanning microscopy. By this means a more complete information can be obtained on the
microscopic object, provided that the anisotropic molecular architecture exhibits large enough domains for microscopic
observations. It must also be noted that confocal DP imaging, similarly to conventional LSM imaging, might be limited
by the construction of the LSM, in our case a Zeiss LSM 410, which allows confocality only in fluorescence (and
reflection) regime(s).
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1.2 Differential polarization measurements
The differential polarization quantities (DP = (I1-I2)/< I >) can be calculated by measuring the intensity differences
(∆I=I1-I2) between two orthogonal polarization states and < I >, related to the total intensity; < I > = I1+I2 or < I > =
I1+2I2, depending on the DP measurements. These orthogonal polarization states can be linear or circular, and they can
be measured in the fluorescent light path (F) or in transmission (T). The measurements using the F beam path can be
performed in confocal mode. Table I summarizes the DP quantities, their main technical parameters and physical
information which can be obtained from the measurements.

linearly polarized
excitation, fluorescence
intensity measurement
unpolarized excitation,
analysis of linearly
polarised emission
unpolarized excitation,
analysis of circularly
polarized emission

Information on biological properties

microviscosity, fluorescence lifetime,
depolarization via energy transfer,
finding different domains
molecular architecture and anisotropic
organisation (emitting dipoles)
detection of chiral structures and minor
conformational changes (excited state)

modulated linearly
molecular architecture and anisotropic
polarized measuring beam organisation (absorption dipoles)
detection of chiral structures and minor
modulated circularly
conformational changes (absorption
polarized measuring beam
dipoles)
modulated linearly
polarized excitation,
molecular architecture and anisotropic
fluorescence intensity
organisation (fluorophores)
measurement
modulated circular
polarized excitation,
detection of chiral structures and minor
fluorescence intensity
conformational changes (fluorophores)
measurement
modulated linearly
variations of the refractive index due to
polarized measuring
anisotropic ultrastructure or texture
beams

Table I: DP quantities, technical parameters and physical information from the measurements.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Plant material and magnetic orientation of chloroplasts
Chloroplasts were isolated from pea (Pisum sativum) leaves grown in the greenhouse by a method described earlier
[16], and suspended in a reaction medium containing 30 mM Tricine (pH 7.6), 5 mM MgCl2 and 300 mM sorbitol.
Intact thylakoid membranes were oriented in a homogenous magnetic field of 1.5 T, and trapped in the oriented state by
inclusion in a polyacrylamide gel [4]. The preparation can be positioned in the magnetic field for edge-aligned (Figure
1) or face-aligned orientations (Figure 2). After 5 min the chloroplasts were oriented and fixed in the polymerized
media.

Figure 1: Edge-aligned chloroplasts (green) in a strong homogenous magnetic field (blue)

Figure 2: Face-aligned chloroplasts – the sample holder is rotated 90° with respect to Figure 1

2.2 Imaging of linear birefringence
The scheme of the DP imaging set-up is shown in Figure 3A. A photoelastic modulator was placed between the linearly
polarized laser source and the sample. The detector collected the transmitted light through the sample and an analyzer.
The analyzer, placed between the sample and the detector was a linear polarization filter. A photoelastic modulator
(PEM-90, HINDS Instruments) was used for the modulation of the polarization of the 543 nm HeNe laser beam (Figure
3B). For demodulation of the intensity signal a lock-in amplifier, a digital phase sensitive detector card was used
(DPSD, KFKI, Budapest; maximum frequency: 400 kHz, minimum time constant: 100 µs), which was connected to a
PC via ISA bus. The average intensity (DC component) of the signal was measured by an analogue low pass electrical
circuit and by an analogue-digital converter (ADC) connected to the parallel port of the computer. The PC was an IBM
compatible Pentium II computer with MS DOS operation system. The program was written in C environment, it was
controlling the DPSD and ADC cards and was performing the on-line measurements and calculations.
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Scheme of the set-up used for
birefringence imaging in the LSM
equipped with a differential polarization
attachment (A); the optical axes and
directions are shown in the plane
perpendicular to the laser beam (B).
When the laser beam travelling through
the PEM and the sample a phase shift, χm,
is produced between the two polarization
components, those are parallel and
perpendicular to the k direction. Upon
turning on the PEM, the phase shift can
be modulated (φ), which offers a tool to
determine,
via
demodulation
measurements, the χm phase shift of the
sample. The demodulation functions (C
and D) are used for calculation of ∆Ia and
∆Ib+∆Ic, respectively; (the maximal phase
shift of the PEM is adjusted to λ/4).

The optical phase shift with respect to a given k direction is the phase shift of the vibration of E-vector parallel and
perpendicular to k while the light travels across the sample. The axis of birefringence for which the phase shift is
maximal can be obtained by rotating the sample. In the case of our measurement on the chloroplasts the birefringence
axis of the plastids was aligned at the k direction.
The optical phase shift, φ, between the directions parallel and perpendicular to k is varied periodically via the PEM. It is
voltage controlled with a sinusoidal voltage signal, U, between Umin and Umax through U0=0. After the sample the
function of φ is the following:
φ= χ + φmax sin(ωmod t),
where ωmod the frequency of PEM, φmax is the phase shift of the PEM at maximal deflection (the amplitude of PEM), χ
is the constant part of the phase shift including the persistent phase shift of the PEM (middle position, U=U0), χ0, and
the phase shift of the sample, χm, χ=χ0+χm.
∆Ia is the intensity difference measured between the maximal deviations of the PEM, ∆Ib and ∆Ic are the intensity
differences measured between the middle and end positions of the PEM. Using ∆Ia, ∆Ib and ∆Ic :
S = ∆Ia/(∆Ib+∆Ic) = tg χ sin φmax/(1-cos φmax)
∆Ia and ∆Ib+∆Ic are signals, which can be measured via demodulation; the demodulation functions are shown in Figure 3
C and D.
Setting φmax=π/2, the amplitude of PEM is equivalent to λ/4 phase shift:
S = tg χ
The value of χ0 is measured without the sample, χ0 is usually function of the wavelength:
S0(λ) = tg χ0(λ).
χm = χ - χ0.
2.3 Image Analysis
Images of the transmission intensity and of the linear birefringence of isolated chloroplasts can be obtained and stored in
the computer associated with the microscope. Statistical analyses of the linear birefringence on chloroplasts were
performed on 40 edge-aligned chloroplasts and 20 face-aligned chloroplasts. The average value, the distribution and the
spatial repartition of the birefringence of edge- and face-aligned chloroplasts were calculated and compared using the
software ImageJ.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Main birefringence properties of the thylakoid membrane system

Figure 4: Transmission and linear birefringence images of an edge-aligned chloroplast.
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Figure 5.: Histogram of the birefringence values of the edge aligned chloroplast shown in Figure 4.
The basic linear birefringence features of isolated thylakoids can be illustrated on edge-aligned chloroplasts (Figure 4).
It can be seen in the transmission image that the structure of chloroplasts is not homogenous. This is also reflected by
their birefringence: the LB images exhibit strong inhomogeneities, which is depicted by using false colors.
3.2 Statistical analysis
In order to study more quantitatively the LB images, we performed different statistical analyses: histograms for entire
images and distribution of phase shift values on selected areas of edge-aligned and face-aligned chloroplasts.
It can be seen in the histogram of the LB image (Figure 5) that edge-aligned chloroplasts exhibit two distinct sets of
phase shift values: a set of strong positive and a set of weak negative values. These evidently do not average to zero, and
thus the LB of edge-aligned chloroplasts do not tend to vanish.
As concerns the distribution of the phase shift values in different samples, we can see that, in good accordance with the
histogram analysis, we find two sets of values. In each sample we selected 5 regions of 500 nm in diameter in blue
regions and 5 in the yellow region (Figure 6). These measurements were processed on 40 edge-aligned chloroplasts, and
plotted in Figure 7.

Figure 6: Birefringence (LB) image of an edge-aligned chloroplast. Shown in red and green, the measured regions used for
calculating the values of the phase-shift in the sample.
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Figure 7: Phase shift repartition in edge-aligned chloroplasts in the blue and yellow regions as shown in Figure 6.
These data can be interpreted using the structure of thylakoid membrane in chloroplasts. It is reasonable to assume that
the two distinct birefringent regions, which are co-existing in chloroplasts, originate from the laterally heterogeneous
membrane system. The strong birefringence, with an average phase-shift value of 0.24 radians is assignable to grana, a
stacked multilamellar membrane system. The much weaker LB values, averaging to a phase-shift of 0.01 radians can be
assigned to the considerably less dense stroma thylakoids.
3.3 Comparison of edge- and face aligned chloroplasts
Imaging and statistical analyses were also performed on face-aligned chloroplasts (Figures 8 and 9). It can be seen that
the birefringence is considerably weaker, the values are found in a much narrower interval than in the edge-aligned
chloroplasts, and the blue and yellow regions overlap each other, and do not split into two sets.
These differences can be explained as follows. In edge-aligned orientation the membrane plane of the grana appears to
define the preferential birefringence axis; in face-aligned orientation, because of symmetry, no preferential birefringence
axis can be defined. (For imperfect orientation, and/or because of deviations from the idealized case, LB still occurs.) In
line with this, in face-aligned orientation the anisotropy of the chloroplast is also much smaller than in the edge-aligned
orientation, and tend to vanish in many samples.

0

Figure 8: Birefringence (LB) image of a face-aligned chloroplast. Shown in red and green, the measured regions used
for calculating the values of the phase-shift in the sample. B: Histogram of the birefringence values on the whole
chloroplast.
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Figure 8: Repartition of the phase shift values in the preferentially blue and yellow regions.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have determined the basic microscopic properties of chloroplasts. It is shown that granal thylakoid membranes
exhibit strong but largely heterogeneous birefringence, which can be correlated with their internal membrane system.
It is also shown, using thylakoid membranes aligned in a magnetic field and trapped in polyacrylamid gel, that the
birefringence of face- and edge-aligned chloroplasts differ significantly from each other; this is explained by the
symmetry of the membrane system, and is in agreement with other manifestations of the anisotropic molecular
organization of the thylakoid membranes. Further studies, e.g. LB imaging on macro-assemblies of (light harvesting
complexes, would probably allow us to make more quantitative assignments concerning the origin of strong LB in
chloroplasts. Systematic studies on different biological samples should be done in order to establish the basic features
and the structural-functional significance of the anisotropic organization in complex biological macroassemblies.
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